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EDITORS NOTES

If you are looking for football tipsters to follow, we suggest you check out this month’s Sports
edition (SBC63) via the SBC website. This is a lighter than usual edition with the bulk of our
tipster analysis found in the June edition (SBC61). You can download SBC61 Sports via the SBC
website here or click here for the direct link to the edition.
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THIS MONTH WITH GREG GORDON
THE WARM UP

So, here we are. In England the season is almost upon us, elsewhere of course it is already in full
swing, either due to summer football or a ‘winter’ start that seems to get earlier every year.
You will, of course, have been inundated with previews already as every football magazine,
sports section and betting organ makes their play to get their hands on your cold, hard cash.
It is big business, as the 72-page, ad-filled, Big Kick Off supplement in Wednesday’s Racing Post
testifies, and you are entitled to ask: ‘So, what’s so different about SBC’s preseason guide, then?’
Well, I think there are three key points of difference that justify our claims to providing the
‘essential’ preseason guide.
Firstly, while most guides are prepared by football journalists, jack-of-all-trade feature writers
(with an amateur interest in betting), our publication is produced by and for people who make
money betting. The experts featured in this magazine are in it for the long haul and they have a
track record to back up their opinions.
Secondly, as The Secret Betting Club, our work is not in the public domain, it is produced by a
tight-knit community, for a tight-knit community, deliberately out of the media spotlight.
Our editorial focus isn’t on combing over every last blade of grass, to appeal to a general reader,
but rather, we prefer to hone in on specific areas of bookmakers’ weakness for our subscribers’
benefit – and no one else’s.
Lastly, you’ll notice that our essential guide isn’t just the usual expedient trot through the
runners and riders in the major and minor leagues, but rather a whole arsenal of weaponry you
can unleash on the bookies all season long - and beyond.
Editorially, the focus is this season, of course, but the lessons, advice and resources we’ve
crammed into this guide can, if used well, retain a value for members throughout their betting
careers. We have a broad church of membership from complete beginners to seasoned pros so
we have aimed at providing something of interest for everyone within these pages.
We hope you enjoy this publication and the ten months (or so) of football betting mayhem to
come.
With Very Best Wishes,
Greg Gordon,
Editor,
Definitions you’ll find useful in this magazine:
ROI: Return On Investment – This is your total profit divided by your total turnover of stakes.
Strike rate: This is the percentage of winning bets.
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GOLDEN RULES FOR BETTER BETTING
THE TOP TEN RULES EVERY GAMBLER NEEDS TO KNOW BY GREG GORDON

We want you to start profitable and stay profitable but we also realise that firstly there is no
substitute for on the job experience. Secondly we understand that with the season upon us you’ll
be keen to hit the ground running.
With that in mind we’ve produced our Top Ten Betting Tips For Beginners, our checklist of
essential do’s and dont’s that will hopefully keep you on the right track. Think of them as a sort
of ‘quick start’ guide to your football betting this season.
Over the last six years we’ve produced a number of comprehensive themed guides to getting
started with your betting and a number of them are linked below so you can read them at your
leisure.
The two beginners guides Secret Betting Club Guide To Getting Started and Secret Betting Club
Guide: Betting Banks How To Balance Risk And Reward are a very good place to start and we’d
heartily recommend that you take your time to absorb the information in them – it could save
you a lot of cash and heartache in the long run.
Whether new to football betting, or consider yourself an experienced punter, you won’t go far
wrong if you absorb SBC’s Golden Rules of Better Betting this season.

RULE 1: GET ORGANISED:
Every betting journey should begin with a blank sheet of paper and the formulation of your ‘to
do’ list.
Here are the essential things you need to do:
A) Funds: Set up a dedicated bank account to be used solely for betting (and nothing else).
Allocate your betting fund to that account. This way you treat your betting as a separate
investment to your every day needs. An increasing necessity is a Moneybookers account. Nearly
all bookmakers accept Moneybookers as a fund processing tool. You load up your funds to an
account and use this as a single wallet to fund your various betting accounts. The firm is secure
with FSA authorization.
B) The best odds: Try and familiarise yourself with the various odds comparison websites such as
Oddschecker, Odds Portal and Best Betting. You need to be backing your selections at the best
available prices and to do that you need to use sites like these.
C) Keep your own records: It doesn’t have to be fancy, but make sure you keep a record of your
bets, ideally with a spreadsheet. Whether you are following a series of tipping services or your
own selections it is vital to know where you are doing well and poorly and crucially how much is
in your pot so you can adjust your staking accordingly (see Rule 10).
D) Don’t miss that big winner: Life is lived on the hoof these days and we can’t always guarantee
we’ll be in front of our PC’s when we need to place a bet. Make sure you have all your
bookmakers phone numbers punched into your phone address book and spread your bets
around their various web platforms, telephone betting operations and shops where appropriate.
Not only will this allow you to bet while you get on with your life, it will also allow you to eke out
the maximum amount of life you can get from your profitable betting accounts. Sadly,
restrictions and account closures are a fact of life for successful punters but if you shop around
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and spread your stakes where you can between firms, then you will greatly aid your chances of
staying under the radar.
Now we live in an iphone world, you’ll also want to read our phone to PC betting guide in SBC58

RULE 2: ALWAYS SHOP AROUND FOR VALUE
If there is one golden rule, then perhaps it is that you must ALWAYS shop around for the best
value.
There is no room for sentiment when it comes to where you place your bets. You should have no
loyalty to any bookmaker and the sole reason you should be placing a bet with a firm is because
you are getting the best price you can.
People who just use the nearest high street shop, or one or two online accounts, simply haven’t
got a chance. Bookmakers have a profit margin of around 10% for most football matches but
because different bookmakers offer different prices it is still possible to swing the odds in your
favour – especially in this age of extreme competition between firms for your business.
The key concept here is value betting , that is, backing bets where you have a greater chance of
winning than the bookmakers odds imply. If you skip to the article on using the Fink Tank ratings
you’ll find further information on converting odds to percentages and back again. It is something
you are likely to do whenever you bet so it may be an idea to print out this odds conversion info
and keep it handy for reference.
If you don’t do a due diligence prior to placing each bet then you are almost guaranteed to be a
long term loser betting. Unfortunately, if you want to back your own fancies there are no shortcuts in this game. Thankfully, the rewards can be ample pay for the work you put in.

RULE 3: GET A PLAN AND STICK TO IT
Work out a staking plan based on the size of your bank. In general your bank should be split into
‘points’ such 1/25th of your total betting fund or 1/100th depending on your staking. You can
read more about betting banks here: SBC Guide To Betting Banks And Why You Need Them.
Ed Thorpe is the enemy of many a Las Vegas casino using his ground breaking Blackjack
techniques as featured in the film 21. Card counting helped him find an edge, but this alone
wasn’t enough. The Key to Thorpe’s technique was combining a mathematical edge with bank
roll management. This is what you need to do with your betting. Finding a profitable tipster/
system alone is not enough, you must manage your bankroll efficiently too.
When you consider that most pro punters will be looking for a profit on turnover (AKA Return on
Investment ROI) of between 5%-15% on their football bets over a season then you should quickly
realise that the profits you can make are all relative to the size of your betting bank, the amount
of bets you have and the nature of your staking.
As a beginner, you can forget those dreams of relaxing on a sun-kissed island in retirement just
yet. But from small acorns big trees grow and as you keep growing your bank and turning over
hundreds of bets your stakes will rise proportionately too. The trick here is to be realistic at the
outset, set yourself some attainable objectives (for example, doubling your bank size over the
course of a year) and not becoming disheartened by failing to attain pie in the sky dreams
overnight.
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Follow these lessons, keep good records and operate a sensible banking set up and you really are
more than half way there to becoming one of that hallowed 2% of winning punters.
More staking and investment advice:
How to compound your staking
Introduction to Successful Portfolio Betting

RULE 4: KNOW WHEN TO WALK AWAY
Sometimes you won’t get the price you want, other times you will be tired, unfocussed or betting
‘on tilt’, over-influenced by the results from recent bets you’ve had. Recognise those symptoms
when they manifest themselves and take a break until your composure returns. Other bets will
come along on other days where what’s on offer will again fall in your favour. Be patient.
Certainly, you should never, EVER, chase your losses however tempting it seems. Only bet with
your head. When you let your wallet or your emotions guide you then you are asking for trouble
and these scenarios for whatever reason, rarely work out well.
We’ve all been there, you’ve had a terrible day and lost a lot of money, on the back of a poor
weekend. Before you know it, the live Spanish game is about to come on Sky and it’s the last
game of the day. “Time to get my money back”, you say to yourself and you have an impulse bet
on Real Madrid at terrible odds. “Surely they’ll do the business with the firepower at their
disposal?”, you say to yourself.
Just to make things even worse, you’re counting your money mentally, congratulating yourself
on a car crash avoided, when Madrid concede a last minute goal to level the game. You can guess
the rest. They then go and miss a penalty deep in injury time, to cap it all. What a disaster and a
poor weekend has grown arms and legs, transforming itself into a fully fledged crisis. Already
feeling sorry for yourself, your now licking your wounds like a man whose been mugged on the
back of a rashly struck bet.
To make money betting on football it is crucial that you have discipline. Just because a game is
on TV doesn’t mean you have to bet on it. If you didn’t identify a value bet in the game at the
start of the day then don’t bet on it later – unless of course, new and importantly relevant
information has come to light.
We all have bad days and there will be plenty of good value opportunities to get your money
back in the next set of fixtures. You must be selective with your bets.

RULE 5: DOUBLES CAN BE TROUBLE
Don’t try and burst the bank with a mad multiple or fanciful fun bet. A double or a multiple is
where the outcome of different bets are rolled up into a single wager. For example instead of
backing Man U at 1.25, you ‘juice up’ by adding Chelsea bet at 1.40 for combined odds of 1.75.
Both outcomes must win for the payout to occur.
Multiples have their place, but in general stick to singles or at the most, doubles. It is hard
enough predicting the outcome of one match let alone five. You can learn about the pros and
cons of multiples here: SBC's The Trouble With Doubles Pt 1 and here: SBC's Doubles and
Mulltiples Pt 2
Bookmakers love to promote accumulator bets because they know the more selections you
choose the less likely you are to win. No matter how many teams you pick there will always be
one result that lets you down.
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The problem with more exotic multiple bets is, that when you step beyond that relatively
predictable horizon of two selections and throw even just one other team into the equation
than you are dicing with the laws of randomness.
Ask yourself the question: If bookies really fear punters who bet football five timers and the like,
then why is it that they market those rare success stories (Mr Jones from Colchester with his
£4,000 win from a ten team accumulator), when they occur, like crazy?

RULE 6: DON’T TRY TO BE A JACK OF ALL TRADES
Specialise on what you know – or where your instincts tell you that you can have an advantage
over the hard-pressed compilers. If you are choosing tipsters evaluate their claims using the
same criteria. If, you are a numbers guy look at developing a methodology or following a tipster
with a stats based advantage. Alternatively if you feel you can read teams well, then focus on
team mood, how players team or and team news. If you can combine these fields, you will do
even better, but focus on building up one element as a base and build up your knowledge base
(and expertise) as you go.
If you want to find your own bets, focus on one area.
Tipster Tip: Don’t Spread Yourself To Thin This Season
Matt Love’s Football Elite have made a virtue out of concentrating their efforts into a small
number of top European leagues such as The Premiership, La Liga, Serie A and The Bundesliga.
Matt feels that there are common factors that can be taken as read (such as decent squad depth)
in the well-resourced elite divisions and he says:
“Its rather clichéd advice but don’t spread yourself too thin. Specialise in one or two areas (be
that leagues, odds ranges, bet types etc) and try and be the best in that area rather than be just
adequate at everything. Adequate is not enough to consistently beat the market and no-one can
be the best at everything.
To make betting pay you need to know your own mind. Don’t be swayed by the write-ups you
read if you think you have a valid case for backing something and don’t be put off by the knowalls in the betting shop or pub. They are probably losers anyway.
Finding your own road and incorporating it with the best, most reliable information around is the
way to make betting pay. As in most things, the common consensus is overrepresented in betting
and factored into prices accordingly. Don’t be afraid to bet against the crowd and have the
courage of your convictions when a bet screams value to you.

RULE 9: GET TO GRIPS WITH ASIAN HANDICAPS
Asian Handicaps are one market which you simply must take the time to understand. Most UK
punters either don’t understand or are not interested in Asian handicaps, but if you put the time
into explore their strengths and weaknesses, you will be well ahead of the game.
Thanks to the booming Asian interest in betting, these handicaps offer the tightest margins with
large bet limits. They can also reduce the volatility in your betting returns by covering the draw
outcome or giving the underdog a one goal (or more) head start.
For those unfamiliar with Asian Handicap betting, there are two commonly used cover draw
handicaps. These are: the (0) Handicap which returns your stake if there is a draw. This is exactly
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the same as an equally widely available Draw No Bet. You’ll often find bookies putting up
different odds for a Draw No Bet and a (0) handicap despite them being exactly the same bet, so
you must always check both markets to make sure you are getting the best price.
The +0.5 Handicap means that you profit if it’s a draw, not just get your money back. This is
exactly the same as a Double Chance bet (underdog Win and Draw) and once again, you’ll find
different odds on these markets despite them being the same bet. The Asian +0.5 prices are
generally better and the reason for this stems from the different margins that bookies bet to in
fixed odds as opposed to Asian Handicap markets.
The 0.25 handicap is split–stake wager comprising half a bet on the 0 handicap and half a bet on
the +0.5 Handicap, so you win half your stake in the event of a draw and get half of it returned.
You win both bets as long as your selected team wins the game.
There are many more types of handicaps available making this a formidable weapon at your
disposal. But like most weapons, you need to know when to wield it. Handicaps won’t always be
suitable so make sure you learn more about Asian Handicaps and cover draw betting via the
series of articles on the SBC Betting & Strategy Guide page.
Tipster Tip: Get To Grips With Asian Handicaps

RULE 10: GET ON THE IN PLAY TRAIN
At countless times over the season you’ll be faced with a dilemma of what to do next after you
have missed a price you wanted to bet at or you find that you can’t get all of your ideal stake
place.
If you miss the price you want ahead of kick off, or can’t get all your stake on, try and make use
of any in play markets you can find with bookmakers and on the exchanges.
Hopefully someone will be quoting in play prices and if there isn’t an early goal you’ll probably
get the chance to back the team you want at a price you like and to decent money too. In fact we
could all do a lot worse than build more intelligent in-play betting into our repertoire
Tipster Tip: Beware The Bookie’s Profit Margin In Regular Match Bets
It is a similar theme, relating to the advantages of in play betting, that is expanded by Paul
Chandler Burns of the Football Antepost Service.
He says: “When a match starts now, the 90 minute prices are generally bang on. In terms of
getting additional liquidity and getting a price you might have missed (or better) prematch you
should keep a close eye on the market changes if the game goes in play – especially if you also
have live pictures of the game.”
Summary
These 10 Golden Rules should help you to tip the odds in your favour. It is possible to make
money from betting on football but you will need to invest time and effort.
The sun is shining, the season is about to start and May 2012 seems like another world away.
Regardless, there is nothing surer, in the weeks ahead you will go through good periods and bad,
last minute goals will go for and against you, bad decisions and breaks of the ball the same, but
remember, if you stick to solid fundamentals, in the long run you can, and indeed should,
prosper.
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FOOTBALL BET TYPES EXPLAINED
HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF THE BETS BOOKIES OFFER

You can bet on just about anything happening in football these days. Goals, corners, bookings,
correct score, first scorer, players to score hat tricks, to be subbed, to be playing for a different
club in six months time…..the list is seemingly endless.
However, many of these markets have large profit margins built in by bookmakers making it
extremely difficult to make money from them. In this article, I will try and explain some of the
main ones you are likely to come across over the course of the season.
Even if you already think you know your stuff, the article is probably worth a read as there is
bound to be something that you were not previously aware of.

MATCH ODDS:
The market you will probably take most bets from this season is the match or 1x2 market, as it is
sometimes called.
You simply select Home win(1) , Draw (x), or Away win (2) if filling out a coupon in a UK betting
shop or you can write the bet out in long hand on a slip with the odds alongside (eg Arsenal 1/3
to beat Stoke £100 win).
Most major bookmakers have a profit margin of between 5-12% built in, generally referred to as
the overround. The equivalent market on BetFair or Betdaq is available with no profit margin but
you will have to pay between 2-5% commission on your winnings, so bear this in mind when you
are comparing prices at the bookies and the exchanges.

GOALS BETTING:
There are several different markets relating to goals in a game. The main goals market you will
most likely be using will be Over/Under 2.5 goals. This sometimes confuses people who are new
to football betting as there is obviously no such thing as half a goal. Not to worry it is a simply
function of betting convention.
Basically, if you back over, then you need three goals to win, if you back under, then you want no
more than two goals. The profit margin on these bets, as well as most other markets with just
two outcomes, is usually between 6-8%. Some bookmakers, as well as Betfair and Bedaq, offer
over/under 1.5 goals and over/under 3.5 goals and these markets work exactly the same way.
Total Goals”, is another goals market which works in a similar fashion. Usually there will be three
choices, 0-1, 2-3 and 4 or more. These are pretty self explanatory. This market sometimes throws
up value when the bookmaker offering the market goes too high or low on his goals quote.
For example, particular bookmakers might not factor in how many goals some teams are scoring
in home games as a result of a hostile atmosphere or a quality playing surface that suits slick
attacking play. Other things to consider are bad weather conditions – wind, rain or snow – that
often leads to low scoring games or late injury or transfer news that make particular sides more
(or less) potent on any given day.

CORRECT SCORE:
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Again, this is a pretty self explanatory bet type. It is important to remember that this is a 90
minutes market only.
If you back a team to win 1-0 in a cup game and it’s 0-0 after 90 minutes then your bet has lost,
even if they go on to win 1-0 in extra time. This is a market I generally avoid as the bookies enjoy
a hefty profit margin.
However, occasionally, correct score markets do throw up value. For example, the 0-0 and 1-1
draw can sometimes be value when well matched, weakened or unmotivated teams face off –
say in a friendly game or meaningless end of season match.
Many bookmakers also offer scorecast markets, in which you are encouraged to pick out the
correct score and the first goalscorer. This is very difficult to do and consequently large prices are
often available. However, the prices are nowhere near large enough, to reflect the risk to stakes,
and it is a terrible bet from a value point of view. It is no coincidence that this is a bet that gets
heavy rotation in bookmakers’ shop window and print media adverts.
As a rule, you should look to avoid bets that the bookies vigorously promote to customers. It
stands to reason that the bookies don’t advertise bets where their customers are likely to exploit
a weakness in the bookmakers’ prices or a style of bet where the playing field is much more level
and the margins are more competitive such as an Asian Handicap bet or overs/unders 2.5 goals
line.

HALF TIME RESULT – HALF TIME/FULL TIME:
The Half time result is a market I very rarely get involved in – for no other reason than it is quite
tricky to predict consistently and effectively.
Trends do emerge from time to time that might make a bet worthwhile, for example, a team that
doesn’t concede or score many goals might be drawing a lot of games at half time. If bookies
aren’t manually compiling this market, as many don’t (instead preferring to use computer
programs) then a small bit of value might emerge, at least in theory.
Half time/Full time is another similar market. The odds are heavily in the bookies favour and
prices have to be quite a way out of line to become value. Take this following is mythical example
of halftime/fulltime prices from Peterborough’s preseason friendly against West Ham:
Peterborough/Peterborough
15/2 (12%)
Peterborough/Draw
14/1 (7%)
Peterborough/West Ham
20/1 (5%)
Draw/Peterborough
9/1 (10%)
Draw/Draw
9/2 (18%)
Draw/West Ham
10/3 (23%)
West Ham/Peterborough
28/1 (3%)
West Ham/Draw
14/1 (7%)
West Ham/West Ham
8/5 (38%)
Total

(123%)

As you can see, our bookie has built in a 23% profit margin to this market making it very poor
value.
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There are occasions when value arises, such as when, a few seasons ago, under Jose Mourinho, a
number of Chelsea home games were resulting in Draw/Chelsea results. Another example of
when value arises is when there is a big move for a team in the match odds market.
Sometimes bookies can be slow to cut their half time/full time price for a team making it slight
value if you combine the various combinations of HT/FT scores that equate to a win for the
gambled on side you want to back.

FIRST/ANYTIME GOALSCORER:
These two scorer bets are quite different markets in terms of value. First goalscorer is generally
one best avoided as the margin is again very big against you. Forwards are nearly always
artificially short (especially in The Champions League and top European leagues) and it is difficult
enough predicting which player will score in a game let alone who will score first. The
introduction of each way betting with first goalscorers by several bookmakers has however,
improved things a great deal.
With each way terms covering the first three scorers it is fairly similar to an anytime goalscorer
bet. With Anytime scorer bets there often seems to be value with certain firms, especially
William Hills. It is still a relatively new bet and Hills have never quite got their prices right – at
least according to rival firm’s compilers. A glance at the likes of oddschecker.com or oddsportal,
usually shows them to be best price by quite a way on most players.
Anytime scorer bets should only be considered when there is a high goals quote for a particular
game as obviously, the more goals there are in a match the more chance your player has of
scoring.
One note of caution however, different firms have different rules when it comes to anytime
goalscorer markets. The majority class a player as a runner if he takes part in any part of the
game and therefore it is very important that your player is starting. If he comes on for the last
five minutes and fails to score then your bet will stand and have very little chance of winning.
William Hill’s rules on the other hand, state that if a player does not start the game then he is a
non runner and you get your money back – which again suggests that Hills are a firm to keep an
eye on in this market if you choose to specialise in scorers.
One other thing to note is the latest scoring trends in the Champions League. Increasingly at the
top level, strikers are getting marked out of big games and sides are expertly defending corners,
limiting the opportunities for big defenders to get their name on the scoresheet at fancy prices. A
more fertile avenue to explore could be to concentrate on those midfield stars that can shoot
from distance and exploit the space left ‘in the hole’ behind the strikers to run in behind
defences to score. The likes of Messi, Ronaldo and Robben are obvious examples of players who
excel at the top level scoring goals from deep starting positions and most top teams will have
players who fulfil that game-changing function for their sides. And not all – like Arsenal’s
perennial impact player Theo Walcott – are listed at prohibitively low odds to score.

TO WIN TO NIL:
This is a variation on the correct score market and only a few bookmakers tend to offer it.
Basically, you are backing a team to win by any score to nil. It is best used when you want to back
a short priced team who are solid defensively, or maybe playing a team who don’t score many
goals or who have injury/suspension problems up front. Top of the table sides such as Man
United, Chelsea, Celtic and Rangers when at home, are typical of the profile you are looking for.
They are solid defensively and end up consistently winning matches “to nil” in front of their big
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home crowd. This is another market that is often computer generated and value prices do
occasionally appear.

DRAW NO BET:
You are backing a team and taking away the risk of a draw. If the game finishes level then you
simply get your money back. This market is best used when you fancy a side to win but they tend
to draw a lot of games, or maybe you are betting in a league where there are a lot of draws
generally. With this, you are sacrificing the bigger price you would get backing the team to win in
the match odds, in return for the insurance of getting your money back in the event of a draw.
Exactly the same bet is available on the Asian handicaps in a so-called (+0) or zero ball handicap.

ASIAN HANDICAP:
As mentioned in the last chapter, this is the market that causes the most confusion but it will
pay to gain your spurs here as Asian Handicaps often offer very good value.
Crucially, bookmaker profit margins are far lower than most other markets, often just a couple of
percent so even if you fancy a traditional win bet you should always check the corresponding
Asian quote. Often you’ll be able to beat the best price in the win market.
You can learn more about Asian Handicaps here: SBC's Asian Handicap Guide and the new wave
of Asian bookies in the bookmaker chapter later. We also have a number of Asian handicap
articles on the SBC Betting & Strategy Guide page.
To conclude, the above bet types are the main ones you should be familiar with. The vast
majority of bets that you’ll encounter will be in the match odds or from one of the goals markets.
There are many other weird and wonderful markets out there but they are generally poor value
and best avoided. If you would like me to clarify anything I have written above then please do
not hesitate to contact us at SBC.
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THE BATTLE FOR THE PREMIERSHIP
SBC PRE SEASON PREVIEW: GREG GORDON

No pre-season preview would be complete without a thorough examination of Europe’s most
popular leagues. With the help of expert tipsters tracked by SBC, we highlight the likely winners,
the hidden gems and the likely losers.

NOT MANCHESTER UNITED AGAIN?
A survey of leading odds compilers in The Racing Post had 11 out of 12 respondents plumping for
Fergie’s Red Devils. But what do SBC’s elite panel of professional punters think?
Almost to a man, with one notable exception in the Football Antepost Service’s Paul Chandler
Burns, our roster predict another season of glory for the red half of Manchester.
Matt Love of Football Elite speaks for many when he says it's a tough title race to evaluate this
year I think as there are so many variables.
He says: “You'd have to say Man Utd look the solid option and seem worthy favourites even if it is
slightly by default. Whether there is any value in them at their current price of 7/4 though is
debatable. There are fairly serious question marks over all their rivals though.”
“United don’t have any major doubts hovering over them. There's the usual small doubts - is De
Gea an adequate replacement for Van Der Saar? Will second season syndrome hit Javier
Hernandez? Will Scholes be missed? - but overall those are small concerns compared to the
fundamental questions the others have to answer. “
As a former player Goran Trpevski of Goran’s Winners takes a stronger line believing that the
Premiership prize is basically Sir Alex’s to lose at this stage.
“We must understand that United will be a stronger team this season. Valencia was out for a long
time and is back strong, Young has come in from Villa, and there are no Rooney stories this
preseason that he will leave. All this is great news for Sir Alex. In percentages we can say Man
United are stronger by some 10-15%.”
Stability counts according to Scott Armstrong from The Sportsman: “Man United have stability,
at least relative to their rivals, and that can go a long way to extending their dominance – at least
for another season.”
With that view franked by Betting Laying Club and Football Value, the only real dissenting voice
is that of PCB SBC’s Premium Football Antepost Service.
“I am going to be controversial and say Man City. In a poor era for the top league, The
Premiership may not take much winning this time and City, with a nominally limitless budget,
have the wherewithal to throw money at whatever problems arise.”
Not everyone agrees with this line
Scott Armstrong from The Sportsman says “I can't see past Manchester United and Chelsea. I
don't think Manchester City will be quite strong enough and I doubt whether Mancini has the
correct tactics away from home.”
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Man City will certainly need to change their approach if they want to win the title. They went
into games against fellow top clubs last season not wanting to lose. That is fine if their ambitions
are limited to a Champions League place but if they want to win the league they are going to
need to win those big games and you are having to take on trust they are able to do that if you
are backing them for the league. City also have to replace the goals of Tevez and if Aguero
doesn't settle immediately to the Premier League then that may also be a problem.
What of the Chelsea pensioners?
PCB explains that Chelsea have a mountain to climb, requiring a football genius:
“Andre Villas Boas has it all to do currently as he addresses the deficiencies of a squad that are
too long in the tooth. The surgery required could prove brutal and it could be next season before
Chelsea are poised to challenge United and probably City. Their price (11/4, 3.75) says more
about their recent history than their current abilities”.
Arsenal finally get it right?
At Arsenal, Arsene Wenger often cuts an increasingly detached figure. His desire to prove a point
(he pathologically refuses to overpay for players) is laudable but the natives are restless at The
Emirates: the football isn’t all it’s cracked up to be and there is a distinct absence of recent
trophies.
As Football Elite’s Matt Love says: “Arsenal seem to make the same mistakes over and over again
and it is a big leap of faith if you want to back Liverpool to find the extra 20-odd points they need
to win the league.”
Sounding a note of caution, Goran Trpevski of Goran’s Winners says write of Arsenal at your
peril. He says if they keep all their players and have them fit can be dangerous. Gervinho will add
quality and won’t simply just make up the numbers but is Van Persie fit this season and what
about Vermaelen?

THE RELEGATION DOG FIGHT
As usual the relegation battle at the bottom of The Premiership could be just as dramatic as the
race for the flag.
The Sportsman and Paul Chandler Burns are on Norwich with PCB saying “I am not keen on any
of Paul Lambert’s signings he seems hell-bent on buying Championship standard players. So, it’s
Norwich to be relegated.”
Phil Brown of Betting Laying Club speaks for a number of tipsters when he says: “You have to
look at the three promoted teams and I feel Swansea will struggle the most from those three.
From the teams who survived last year I think Wigan will struggle the most.”
However, Football Elite may have spotted a value runner in the relegation market.
Is It Chicken Tonight Or Humble Pie For Blackburn?
Matt Love says: “If we are talking who is a value price then Blackburn look a big price to me at a
general 7/2 - 4/1. Since Sam Allardyce left and Steve Kean took over Blackburn have averaged
just 1.05 points per game. Only Bolton and relegated trio West Ham, Blackpool and Birmingham
had a worse record in the same period. That's down from an average of 1.31pts in Sam
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Allardyce's time in charge. That doesn't sound a lot but it's about 10 points over the course of the
season and is roughly the difference between mid-table and being relegated over a full season.”
Obviously the balance in Blackburn’s squad could change between now and August 31st but Matt
Love questions why the necessary transfers haven't happened already if Blackburn truly have the
money the new owners are claiming to have.
He says: “Personally I can’t see why Blackburn are a similar price to go down as a West Brom side
that were the 10th best performing side in the second half of the season.”

MID TABLE HIDDEN VALUE
Looking at the mini-league that constitutes midtable in The Premiership Football Elite say: “I'd
fancy West Brom to be a solid midtable side this season.”
Roy Hodgson should make the Baggies competitive and hard to beat as he usually does. They
were the 10th best performing side in the second half of the season and they have averaged 1.62
points since Roy Hodgson took over. That represents the sixth best record in that period with
only Chelsea, Man Utd, Man City, Liverpool and Everton performing better.
Matt Love says: “The Baggies' are 3/1 to finish in the top half which doesn't look too bad
considering they only missed out on a top half finish last season on goal difference.”
Goran’s Winners, highlights Fulham Fulham are not that far behind teams like Everton and Villa.
Ok, that pair should end ahead of Fulham but it’s far from guaranteed. Martin Jol came in, Risse
was signed, who already knows the EPL, and they will have Zamora fit now. A price of 18.00 on
them winning The Premiership without the top six is a good investment.”
Stats experts Form Lab highlight Wolves at home: “Wolves won 8/19 home games last season –
only bettered by two teams outside the top seven – including wins over each of the top three at
Molineux, and over the last 20 home games they would have been comfortably the most
profitable side to back for home wins. With Jamie O’Hara given a permanent deal and the
excellent Roger Johnson signed from Birmingham they could well improve both at home and
away and generally offer excellent value.

BEND IT LIKE BENT? TIPS FOR THE GOLDEN BOOT
One thing that would aid Villa’s cause this season would be a steady flow of goals and Phil Brown
of Betting Laying Club reckons Darren Bent as TOP ENGLISH Goalscorer at 5/1 with William Hill is
a fair shout when there are precious few English born rivals within the top sides. Bent is also
12/1 Premier league top scorer at Hills and Phil Brown says he also looks a good E/W bet with
four places paying out.
Form Lab echo this tip:
“The Top English Goalscorer market has seen two two-time winners in the past six years with
Rooney and Darren Bent claiming top marksman honours. Again Rooney looks good value having
finished in the top six for the past six years, winning twice and making the top three four times.
Further, another two goals last season would have got him up to second. Bent’s claims are also
strong having finished in the top three in five of six years.
Moreover, the stats support these two and in particular Rooney, with 8/10 Top Englishmen
having finished in the top 20 the previous year (the only other is Andy Carroll) and 18/19 also
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finishing in the top four overall – which as previously discussed strongly favours players from the
top four finishers. Rooney looks a great shout at 4.00 to be Top English Goalscorer this term.
Expert Summary
Hope you have enjoyed this summary of various expert’s thoughts on the coming season. In our
interviews there was much more information than we could ever hope to put in a single edition,
so you can download all the tipster’s responses in a single bonus document called “2011/2011 –
What The Real Experts Say via the newsletter download page.
We have also prepared a bonus article on dark horses, sleepers and teams to avoid. This must
read articles is available on the SBC blog via this link.
Here’s a summary of the expert’s thoughts on the coming season along with links to their
website for more information:
Expert

EPL
Winner

EPL
Relegation

Hidden
Value

Overrated
team

Antepost

Skeeve

--

--

Newport
(BSP)

Luton (BSP)

York (BSP)

Greg Gordon

Man U

Swansea

Football
Value

Man U

Swansea/
Norwich

The
Sportsman

Man U

Norwich

SBC's PCB

Man City

Football Elite

Scot Dv 3
Peterhead
Italy Napoli (top
3)
Brighton
(Chpship)

Dundee Utd

Scot Dv 3
Peterhead

Atletico Madrid

Italy - Napoli
(top 3)

Arsenal

Hearts (w/o Old
firm)

Norwich

Charlton
(L1)

Aston Villa

Charlton (L1)

Man U

Blackburn

West Brom
top half

Bayern Munich

Harrogate (BS
North)

Goran

--

--

Arsenal

Roma

Dutch Bayern &
Dortmund

Bet & Lay
Club

Man U

Swansea/
Wigan

Brighton
(Chpship)

Liverpool &
Leicester

Form Lab

Man U

Blackburn/
Newcastle

Wolves

Schalke
(Bundesliga)

D. Bent top
ENGLISH EPL
striker
D. Bent & Wayne
Rooney. +
Rooney top
English

If you fancy an ante-post gamble, make sure you check out our ante-post betting guide at the
end of this document.
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THE UK FOOTBALL KEY BETTING STATS YOU NEED TO KNOW
BOOKIE BLIND SPOTS & PUNTER’S GRAVEYARDS

Knowing where bookmakers are strong can help us better identify areas of weakness ripe for
exploitation. In addition, it can help us spot types of bets to avoid. Armed with this knowledge
we increase our profits by cutting out likely losers, adding draw cover or adjusting our staking.
For this section and many of our key statistics, we are indebted to Mike Lindley of
http://www.winabobatoo.co.uk/ who kindly provided permission to share this information. We
have focused on the main UK leagues as these are generally the most popular for our readers.
In order to assess the strengths of any betting method in football, we need to know how it
compares to the benchmark returns from backing various outcomes blindly.
Note - ROI: Return On Investment – This is your total profit divided by your total turnover of
stakes. A good benchmark is something above 5% as it means you make £5 for every £100 risked.

BENCHMARK RETURNS IN UK FOOTBALL.
Across all English divisions and the Scottish Premier League, there have been 12,103 matches
rated by Winabobatoo since the start of the 2006-07 season. These numbers cover five full
seasons and all returns are calculated in the usual way of one point single win bets using the best
odds from five bookmakers:
All Games

Homes
Draws
Aways

Games Total =
12,103
Wins
% Wins
5411
44.70%
3186
26.30%
3506
28.90%

Profit/Loss
-574.84
-985.72
-699.75

ROI
-4.75%
-8.14%
-5.78%

This confirms the basic starting position. There are no glaring errors made by the bookmakers.
They have made profits in every department. These are the percentages losses that have to be
overcome before we can start climbing the profit ladder.
The key findings here are that 44.70% of games are won by the home team, producing the
smallest loss of -4.75% ROI. This means £4.75 lost for every £100 staked on average. 26.30% of
games end in a draw but with an overall ROI of -8.14%, it’s clear that the bookies continue to be
too tight with the odds in this area.

BEWARE AWAY BETS IN THE PREMIER LEAGUE.
There are some big differences the characteristics of each league as the tables below
demonstrate:
Betting on the home win:
Betting on the
home win
Premiership
Championship
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Matches

% Wins

Profit/Loss

ROI

1597
2398

47%
45%

7.87
-90.75

0.49%
-3.78%
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League One
League Two
Conference
Scottish Prem

2395
2354
2354
959

46%
42%
45%
45%

-82.8
-238.13
-158.5
-13.23

-3.43%
-9.92%
-6.73%
-1.38%

The Premiership has the greatest home win percentage. There is quite a drop off in home win
rates as we go down the leagues with League Two and the Conference showing the greatest
losses from blindly backing home teams. Incredibly, the Premiership is showing a level stakes
profit from backing home teams.
Betting on the away win:

Premiership
Championship
League One
League Two
Conference
Scottish Prem

Matches
1597
2398
2395
2400
2354
959

% Wins
25%
28%
29%
32%
30%
31%

Profit/Loss
-381.52
-128.98
-119.17
139.69
-155.75
-54.02

ROI
-23.89%
-5.38%
-4.98%
5.82%
-6.62%
-5.63%

Not only does the Premiership (EPL) have the lowest number of away wins, it also has the worst
ROI by far. Considering relatively low odds in football matches, the ROI of -23.89% is extremely
poor. You’re not exactly pushing on an open door with EPL away bets so if you are looking for an
area to drop from your betting, historically, this area has been a good one.
By contrast, league two has the highest away win percentage, with the bookmakers not adjusting
quick enough evidently as this area has made a +5.82% ROI.
Betting on the draw:

Premiership
Championship
League One
League Two
Conference
Scottish Prem

Matches
1597
2398
2395
2400
2354
959

% Wins
27%
28%
26%
27%
26%
24%

Profit/Loss
-6.45
-141.2
-284.57
-215.74
-227.14
-110.62

ROI
-0.40%
-5.89%
-11.88%
-8.99%
-9.65%
-11.53%

The draw is fairly consistent across the divisions, with the bookies being overly tight with their
odds. The big exception is the EPL which has been close to break even on draw bets. By contrast,
the Scottish Premier League has the lowest amount of draws and consequently the biggest losses
from betting on this area.
The important point to remember is that around 44.7% of games are won by the home team,
26.3% of games are draws, and in the region of 28.9% of games are won by the away side.
Although we do have to be aware of smaller sample sizes, particularly in the SPL, it’s clear that
each division has its own quirks and biases. But these divisional differences can vary greatly from
season to season.

UK DIVISIONS UNCOVERED
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This section looks at the performance of each division over the years to see if there are any
consistent trends. To help us spot this, you’ll find a mini graph under each league total summary.
Each dot represents a season from 06 to 07. If the dots are trending in a fairly consistent or
trending, then we can be a little more confident of that quirk repeating itself this season.
The mini chart on the right show the trend for betting profits (ROIS) with a red dot for losses and
black dots for gains. The mini chart on the right shows win percentages across each season.

The big 3: EPL, Championship & SPL
The Premiership is considerably different from all the other leagues. Assessing the true odds of
away teams is much harder as home advantage counts for more in this division than any other.
The bookmakers have consistently had problems pricing up away teams and generally err very
much on the side of caution, resulting in the under-pricing of many away sides, especially those
facing the toughest of challenges.
EPL Betting Trends:

The home bias in the EPL doesn’t look like it’s going away any time soon with 50% and 49% of
games ending in a home win in the last two seasons. Incredibly, simply backing all home teams
blindly would have produced a profit of 9.63% and 6.91% ROI (Profit on Turnover) in 09 and 10.
The draw has caught even the bookmakers out over the same period with a level stakes profit of
7.21% and 3.62% over the last two years.
Consider for a second how amazing that is – There were more draws and home wins in the EPL
these last two seasons than even the bookmakers weren’t ready for!
Away bets have been fairly consistent as graveyard for punters, with last season the best in 5
years, but still producing a loss of -14.50% ROI overall!
The Championship has a slightly higher than average draw rate, but still makes a loss on the
draw in ROI terms. This is in large part due to a freakish 2006-2007 season where draw dropped
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to just 21% of matches, resulting in a 28% ROI loss for draw bets. Take that season out and the
draws are closer to break even for this division.
As for the SPL, there are major differences with this league and others. Firstly, there are only 12
teams and more importantly, Rangers and Celtic are a streets ahead of the other competitors. In
the 13 seasons since the SPL started, these two main teams have failed to fill the top two spots
just once.
SPL betting trends:

The SPL has a very low number of draws which is unsurprising given the dominance of the main
two teams. Away teams appear to be getting better in this division though with an increasing
number of away wins in the last few years. Last year backing away teams in the SPL would have
made 7.66% ROI.
Lower Leagues and The Blue Square Premier
Home advantage tails off significantly in the lower divisions, with away wins increasing generally.
The highlight is League 2 profit of 5.82% ROI could have been made blindly backing all away
teams. Historically, betting on the draw has been a fool’s errand in the lower divisions, especially
in league 1 which has made double digit ROI losses in four out of five of the last seasons. Further
down the league, things look like they may be changing though with draw returns improving in
the last two seasons for both League 2 and the BSP
Blue Square Premier Trends:

The number of draws in the Conference, as a percentage of games played, has increased in every
one of the last 5 seasons. The losses from backing the draw have diminished season-on-season
until a level stakes profit was made in 2010-11.

FORM: WHAT THE BOOKIES ALREADY KNOW
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Team form is obviously a useful way to predict how a team might perform in its next match.
When a team is firing on all cylinders, they are more likely to beat a team low on confidence who
are on the back end of a bad run.
This much we know, but unfortunately so do the bookmakers. The table below shows a snapshot
of this performance. If you look at the number of wins the home team has had in its last 6 games,
the expected win rate increased for the home team and decreases for the away team. If the
home team has won 6/6, it wins the next match 61.64% of the time. By contrast, the away team
wins just 16%.

However, as the graphs above show, the bookies are with this betting trend every step of the
way, with their odds adjusting to take into account the form. If anything, the best returns come
from the unloved home teams who have won zero or one time in their last six.
The takeaway from this is to look beyond simple six game form for other factors because in order
to beat the bookies, you’ll need to think a little differently. For example, look at a teams win rate
against higher or lower clubs to put their current run in context.

THREE KILLER STATS TO USE RIGHT NOW
There are three simple statistics that might help you shortlist your home bets and away bets
related to their short term form and the betting odds.
1) Hungry Homes: 3+ games without a win.
As hinted in the table above, home teams that have won once or less in their last six tend to win
less, but as a consequence, the bookies appear to be a little more generous with their odds.
Home teams that have gone three or more games without a win, still win their next match
41.22% of the time with a loss of just -2.28% ROI, well below average.
2) Away winners: Won their last game
The opposite effect appears to be true for away teams where a victory in their last match is very
important. If the away team won their last match (whether it was away or at home), there are
32.84% likely to win the game with an average loss of just -0.14%. Both of these stats are
significantly better than average.
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It seems that a win in their last match is enough to give the away team a boost, indeed, unlike
the home team where a victory in the last match could lead to over confidence.
3) Home Under dogs
The home bias is generally bigger in the top divisions as we have written about in this past SBC
article on home underdogs. It’s so big that home underdogs are more likely to overturn their
more fancied away opponents. This is a stat we can use to find value bets.
This table shows returns from betting on the home team when the away team is favourite.
All games
Premiership
Championship
Scottish Prem

Bets
355
281
218

Win%
23
35
24

ROI
-0.60%
7.47%
9.05%

From Christmas 2010, we tracked the progress of these home underdogs in the three main
divisions (English Premiership, Championship and Scottish Premier League).
The rules were simple: Back the home team whenever the home team has higher odds than the
away team. These bets were all posted live on the SBC forum here.

League
EPL
Champ
SPL
Total

Bets
96
66
46
208

P/L
13.81
1.62
-3.2
12.23

ROI
14.39%
2.45%
-9.52%
5.88%

The results were excellent for the EPL, where opposing away teams was once again a fruitful
avenue of attack. The championship was profitable while the SPL made a loss in a season with a
higher than expected number of away wins. A stat which again may be skewed by the presence
of dominant Celtic and Rangers.

CONCLUSIONS
This article has highlighted the main betting trends and bookmaker blind spots in the main UK
football leagues. It also shows why just looking at the league table or form guide is unlikely to
give you much of an edge.
Statistics like this always need to be put into context and can change from season to season. Just
as you might take on board important information such as team news, so you can use broad
statistics to fine tune your betting.
We pull all these keys stats together in a following article on turning statistics into profits.
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HOW TO DODGE THE DRAW
WHY DERBY GAMES ARE MORE LIKELY TO END IN A STALEMATE

Accidentally bagging too many draws in a season can make all the difference when the final
tallies are being made. You can hedge your draw risk somewhat with Draw No bet or by using
one of the Asian handicaps, but this insurance is only useful if you know when to apply it. If you
were to hedge the draw in every game you bet on, you profits would certainly suffer due to the
poor odds available on this outcome.
To help us increase our profits, we therefore need to be able to spot the games where a draw is
more likely.
One significant area is derby games.
To understand why derby games may produce more goals, we need to understand the
importance of home advantage.
Detech, the boffins behind the Fink Tank ratings system examined the relationship between the
distance a team travels and their performance. They found a negative correlation which meant
that for every 250KM travelled, the away team drops an expected 0.1 points from the game. This
was found to be consistent across the whole of Europe. There are numerous factors involved
with fatigue, crowd size, and crowd intensity all playing a part
It is a different picture in games where the away team doesn’t travel far – i.e. Derby games.
With the home advantage expected to be reduced, do the two teams cancel each other out
more? Are draws more likely because of the overriding desire being to NOT lose rather than go
for the win? Let’s find out…
Once again we are indebted to Mike Lindley of Winabobatoo who kindly provided permission to
share the research he has made available to his subscribers.

DERBY GAMES
There is no specific definition of what a local derby is but it's generally accepted as being a game
played between two sides located reasonably close to each other geographically, with perhaps a
greater intensity of rivalry between the teams.
For the purposes of this analysis, I have used the definitions of local derbies as games featured
on the Wikipedia website (with the exceptions of a few cases which seemed to have been listed
incorrectly).
You can check the references by clicking this link if you wish:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_derbies_in_the_United_Kingdom#Senior_football
The games analysed cover all matches played from August 2000. Games from 2006-07 are only
Winabob rated games which means the first six matches of the season are not included. The
Conference games are only included from the start of the 2005-06 season.
The table below shows the performance of all bets since 2000 compared to derby games only.
All since 2000
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Home Bets
Draw Bets
Away Bets

Win %
44.92%
26.77%
28.30%

ROI
-6.11%
-7.54%
-7.84%

Win %
42.95%
28.93%
27.99%

ROI
-10.08%
-1.45%
-12.03%

The percentage of draws has increased from 26.77% to 28.93%. The losses from backing the
draw have been cut from -7.54% (£7.54 loss for every £100 staked) to just -1.45% (£1.45 loss for
every £100 staked).
The draw would be even less prevalent if we were to exclude old firm (Rangers vs Celtic) games
which historically have an above average draw rate of 28%.
Without doubt, there is an increased likelihood of derby games finishing level. Though the
increase is just 2%, this combined with bookmakers seeming to mis price the derby draw in the
punters’ favour is enough to hugely improve the betting losses on draws.
Or if we look at it another way, derby games produce greater losses on the home or away result
and avoiding these games could considerably boost profits.

BIGGER CROWDS, BIGGER EFFECT
There are some differences in the effect of Derby games through the different UK divisions. The
biggest impact appears in the EPL and SPL, which makes sense because these are the leagues
with large stadiums. The only league where the derby effect does not take hold is the
championship. Strangely here, derby games are more likely to be won by the home team.
English Premier League: Non derbies vs derby games since 2000

Home
Bets
Draw Bets
Away
Bets

Not Derby games
Win %
ROI
47.54% -0.70%

Derby games
Win %
ROI
45.88% -7.56%

25.99%
26.47%

28.94%
25.18%

-7.22%
-17.77%

2.03%
-23.87%

The Premier League has the greatest number of derby games in total which may be a factor in
explaining the poor performance of away teams over all.
Scottish Premier League: Non derbies vs derby games since 2000

Home
Bets
Draw Bets
Away
Bets

Not Derby games
Win %
ROI
45.21% -6.68%

Derby games
Win %
ROI
38.85% -18.19%

22.93%
31.83%

29.50%
31.65%

-15.69%
-6.49%

-2.41%
-13.56%

The greatest effect is seen in the SPL, where the number of draws jumps massively. The old firm
derby (Rangers vs Celtic) no doubt plays a part in these statistics. Historically these games have
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an above average draw rate of 28%. There have been just 139 derby games recorded in the SPL
since 2000 in that time though, so the data may be skewed somewhat. At least 1/3 of those
games will have been Old Firm ties, so the stats could be a quirk of that particular fixture.
Conclusions
Local derbies do attract more draws and this is something we need to bear in mind when placing
our bets. It will generally make it harder to make profits from backing the home win or away win
if the likelihood of the draw is greater.
FIND VALUE BETS WITH THIS POWERFUL FREE RATINGS SYSTEM
THE FINK TANK VALUE SYSTEM

Powerful Football Ratings: Fink Tank
Service Name: Fink Tank
Website: http://www.dectech.org/football/index.php
Cost: Free
Fink Tank is a free football predictor that is provided by Detech and sponsored by The Times
newspaper. Fink Tank is named after Daniel Finkelstein who writes regular columns in The Times,
although it was originally created by Henry Scott and Alex Morton.
Throughout the 2010/2011 season, we tested the Fink Tank ratings live on the SBC blog for the
Premier League. You can view these posts here. You can a previous article on the Fink Tank
ratings here:
In this article you’ll find background details on the ratings as well as an exclusive SBC tool for
using the ratings to find value bets.

RECAP
As a quick summary, Fink Tank use shots on target as the basis for their prediction model and
weight this based on certain factors such as home bias and other factors. With goals generally at
a premium in football matches, a crossbar or dodgy penalty can mean a team undeservedly
losing a game. A better judge of a team’s dominance and ability is apparently the ratio of shots
on goal a team both has themselves and concedes to their opponents.
The reason this is so is that, in almost all cases, there will be more shots on target than goals
scored in any particular game. This higher incidence (of relevant action) provides you with more
data by which to assess a team’s true strength. The more shots a team manages to create, the
more goals it is likely to score, so the theory goes.
Fink Tank provide their predictions in the form of estimated probabilities for the home win, draw
and away win. You can then compare this to the available odds to assess whether a particular
game offers value.
How the Fink Tank displays its probabilities
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For example if the game is Bolton vs Wigan, Fink Tank might give Bolton a 53.4% chance.
Convert to decimal odds. 53.4% has an implied odds of 1.87. To work this out, divide 100 by the
predicted percentage.
You then check the available odds for Bolton. Anything above 1.87 represents a value bet. If you
can get 2.00, this is a not a bad bet. If you can get above 2.50, then you have huge value
potentially.
The difference between the predicted probability and the available odds gives you a measure of
the % value available.

TESTING THE FINK TANK
We tested the Fink Tank on the Premier League only, using the best odds available according to
OddsPortal.com usually on a Friday early afternoon. We caught most games, with the exception
of some midweek fixtures. Allowances were made for the quality of the bookmaker so odds were
never logged from Boylesports or Betfred, for example.
The vast majority of bets were placed with Pinnacle sports, an excellent bookmaker who do not
restrict winning punters.
2010/2011 results:
The Fink Tank ratings had an excellent season in 2010/11. The following table is based on results
betting 1pt level stakes whenever there was value according to the predicted outcome and
available odds. This made no account of the size of the value.

All bets
Homes
Aways

Bets
310
153
152

Profit
52.37
26.6
27.6

ROI
16.89%
17.00%
18.00%

As good as these results appear, it certainly wasn’t a smooth ride with the profits coming in fits
and starts, usually as big winners were landed.
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Home vs Away
It’s interesting to note the variance in returns between the home bets and the away bets. They
both ended up with fairly similar figures, but throughout the season there was certainly a
contrast in performance.
Up until half way into the season, you might have been tempted to just stick with the away bets,
with the home bets going absolutely nowhere. However, just as the homes peaked, so the aways
troughed. It shows how luck can still play a huge role in a sequence of results even over 150 bets.
Had you dropped the home bets half way into the season you would have certainly regretted it.

BIGGER VALUE, BIGGER PROFITS
The results mentioned above don’t make any allowances for value. This means you would have
been placing a bet even if there was less than 2% value in the available odds.
Logically, focusing just on high value picks where there is a greater discrepancy between the
prediction and the available odds should produce better results. Does it?
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>10% Value
>20% Value

Bets

Profit

ROI

228
105

65.1
76.0

29.6%
72%

Indeed, just focusing on matches offering 20% value would have increased your profits and
boosted your ROI to an incredible 72%.

LUCK & BIG WINNERS
One feature of Fink Tanks EPL results last season was the number of big priced winners it found.
There were a number of away shocks last season with Fink Tank being on the right side of them
more often than not.
Notable highlights included West Brom to beat Arsenal away at 17.50, Newcastle to beat Arsenal
away at 13.04, Wigan to beat Spurs away at 12.59 and Wolves to beat Liverpool away at 10.00.
These four bets alone account for the bulk of the profits made over the season!
Generally the bigger odds tended to also be the better value picks. Similar to other football
services, bets with odds under 2.0 did poorly. Of the 67 bets under 2.0, a return of -2.0 points
was made. Not all strong value picks (over 10%) were above 5.0, but a lot of them were.
There are two ways to look at this:
The Fink Tank ratings did a great job of spotting when the bookies had massively over priced the
potential with outsiders.
There was a lot of luck involved, the Fink Tank simply caught a few big priced winners.
The truth is probably a mix of both. The Fink Tank ratings did a good job of identifying value in
certain big priced underdogs, but you always need a certain amount of luck to convert value into
profits – especially so, as 150 bets is still a relatively small sample statistically.
Given average odds of 4.07 over last season, we would have expected 110 winners. We actually
got 112, which isn’t a massive outsmart. Using the Archie test as made available in Smartersig,
the results imply a 5% probability of the results being due to chance, which is borderline for
statistical significance.
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CONCLUSIONS
Fink Tank ratings performed admirably over the course of the 2010/2011 season, with the basic
results rivalling most formal tipping services last year. Luck certainly played a crucial role in
converting value opportunities into big profits, but the value had to be identified in the first place
in order for the bets to land and as a bare minimum they deserve credit for that fact. Had there
been just a set of big priced away winners, we would be less confident in drawing conclusions
from the results projecting forwards, but the fact that the lower priced home bets came good
too, shows the potential there, I believe.
Compared to previous seasons, this was by far and above the best set of results we’ve seen from
the Fink Tank. From 07 to 09, the ratings certainly showed evidence of ‘outsmart’ compared to
the bookmakers, but the returns were not of the same calibre. One explanation for this
difference this year was the ability to shop around for big odds at the likes of Pinnacle,
something that the previous back tests are unable to show.
Were Fink Tank a tipping services, it would certainly be recommended at the very least. As free
resources go, the ratings have to be one of the best available.
For the 2011/2012 season, it would be worth at least using the ratings as a filter for any of your
own football bets. If you wish to find the value qualifiers for the coming season, you can find full
details on how to do this here.
We will also be identifying the value bets for free on our blog and the forum for the new season.
Recommended.
TURNING STATISTICS INTO PROFITS
HOW TO USE BIG TREND S TO YOUR ADVANTAGE

So far in this edition we have provided a lot of information on statistics and the main betting
trends across the UK leagues, but how do you turn these into a profit?
Here are three key ways to turn statistics into profit:
1) Cut down your bets to a powerful shortlist
There are hundreds of potential bets you could be making every week, but by keeping an eye on
the league’s big trends you can cut these potential bets right down to those mostly likely to make
a profit.
You could develop a scoring system such as -10 points for premiership away games, but +10 if
the away side won its last match, then -10 if the away side is the favourite in the EPL. You might
then only hone in on games with a positive score.
When used in conjunction further filtering based on teams news, you have a very good basis for
your betting.
2) Adjust your staking
Similar to your shortlist, you can use the macro league trends to adjust the amount that you bet
on each selection based on whether it goes with or against the league’s major trend. For example
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you might stake slightly more on Premiership home games and slightly less on Premiership away
games.
3) Choose your bets
Once you have a shortlist of selections, you need to choose what sort of bet you’re going to use
to play the match. For example if you are betting on a Derby game in the Premier League, the
statistics tell you that there’s a good chance of a draw sneaking in. Adding draw cover via an
Asian Handicap or a Draw No Bet could be a very prudent choice over a straight home win.
In other matches, if the home side is the clear favourite and Fink tank is signaling huge value, you
might add more juice to the odds by applying a -1 handicap.

POLISHING THE FINK TANK RATINGS TO INCREASE PROFIT.
You can use the Fink Tank ratings as a basis for your betting but improve on this already excellent
platform by keeping in mind key statistics.
This is something we have put into action on the SBC forum thread here. By tweaking the ratings
by varying your stakes and adding draw cover, you can increase your betting returns.
Here is how statistics are being used to improve the basic ratings:







Minimum of 10% value according to Fink Tank on home games.
Minimum of 15% value on away games.
Avoid away favourites.
Always cover the draw in derby games.
Cover the draw in some way for away games in the EPL, less so in the SPL.
Use -1 handicaps when the home team is likely to win and offers good value.

These are not hard and fast rules and need to be adjusted based on the context of the game and
the apparent value on offer.
The end of the season cut short the demonstration of this method, but it managed to return an
encouraging 26.19 points from 88 points staked for an ROI of 29.76%.
Follow the new season’s progress via the SBC forum thread here
Conclusions
Not everyone is a fan of statistics, but even the most ardent anti statto could improve their
betting by taking them into account in some way. Greg Gordon with his Scottish Football Bets hat
on is not one for data mining, but still tweaks his bets to avoid teams falling into certain odds
ranges because he knows these bets do not perform well.
While they do provide a solid platform, ultimately all stats need to be put into context. We know
of one professional betting fund that runs at a 5% ROI based on stats alone, but this leaps to 15%
ROI if team news is taken into account.
We hope these sections have demonstrated the power of statistics with numerous ways that you
can put them into action with your own betting.
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INSIDE THE ENEMY CAMP – INSIGHTS FROM ODDS COMPILERS
A FORMER ODDS COMPIL ER TELLS HOW IT IS F ROM THE IN SIDE

John is a former odds compiler with a number of high profile firms. Now punting professionally
he still likes to keep up with his former colleagues in the bookmaking fraternity. Here he gives
SBC readers the inside track on compilers, what makes them tick and how we can beat them.
Rather than being masters of the universe, it seems they are just as overworked and undervalued
as everyone else. Now that’s a cheery thought to take into battle isn’t it?
The Inside Track From A Veteran Odds Compiler
1. As punters we all tend to think of the bookmakers' compilers as being armed with all sorts of
secret weapons and being primed and prepared to the max? Does the reality match the myth
and how do firms create the prices that they offer punters?
All compilers will have their own methods and prepare in different ways. Some have complex
rating systems and sit through hours of highlights, others are just happy to stay middle of the
road and not stick their neck out on anything. I do generally think compilers are often given too
much respect. If you read any of Kevin Pullein's stuff in The Racng Post you'd be forgiven for
thinking we are all geniuses who spend hours looking at each individual game and are almost
impossible to beat. In my experience working in the industry, this is very rarely the case.
Most firms these days combine the two roles of compiler and trader. This means that a large
chunk of a lot of compiler's time is spent trading games in-running. That’s fine if the game they
are watching is from one of their leagues but with so much in-play football these days this is
often not the case. This leaves less time to spend researching their own leagues and a lot less
thought will go into pricing up matches than you would think. This is especially true during the
thick of the season when there are endless weeks of midweek fixtures, then weekend fixtures
and you just don’t get enough time to watch all the highlights and read all the match reports.
Compilers do not have time to attend many games as they are working most weekends and will
generally only have access to the same info as punters. Some firms do use specialised
information services and pay people for tissue prices in some foreign leagues, but I wouldn’t say
they generally have a big advantage in terms of information. If you go to a lot of games,
especially in more obscure leagues, and focus on only a few leagues then there's no reason you
can’t beat the compilers.
2. A lot of punters, especially stats guys, see the start of the season as a period when punting is
a minefield. Is it a period of the season where we can especially profit as well-informed
punters? When do you think the compilers are at their weakest and strongest during the
course of the season?
The start of the season is always viewed as very difficult. Teams haven’t played a competitive
game for a couple of months and so there is no form to refer to. Preseason results are hard to
read too much into and some sides have six or seven new players in their first eleven. It's not a
time of year compilers like to take too strong a view on anything and well informed punters can
definitely find an edge. If you watch a few friendlies you could well pick up information that the
compilers are not privy to, such as which teams don’t look fit enough or which new signings
might take some time to bed in etc It's all about information and we generally need a few
competitive games to gather decent info. So whilst it's a difficult time of year for compilers, it’s
not easy for the punters either. If you have access to info that isn’t in the public domain then use
it before the bookies find out and react to it.
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3. As a compiler what kind of punters and bets do you fear and what are you most confident
laying?
Basically, you fear anyone who might have better information than you do. The more
information a compiler has access to, the more confident they are in their prices. This is why you
can get much bigger bets on the Premiership and La Liga than you can on the Blue Square
Premier or Scottish Division Three. The lower down the football pyramid you go the less
information that is widely available and consequently, the lower the bookies limits. It's the same
with foreign leagues. Bookies don’t want to take big bets on the Belgian or Greek leagues
because they know their information is imperfect and that there are people who can exploit this.
Bookies want you placing mug accas on the Premier League rather than shrewd singles on some
random overseas league.
4. One of the recent issues highlighted by SBC tracked tipsters is a feeling that the bookie's
overround margins are strangling punters chances in traditional 1X2 bets. Where do you stand
on this and do you think that there is more scope to bet profitably in running?
I'm not sure I agree with that, margins are no worse now than at any point that I remember, if
anything they are a lot better. Obviously the lower down the football pyramid you go the bigger
the margins but even then, these are often cut right down by the weekend as bookies scrap for
business in a saturated market.
Betting in-play is a difficult one. Bookmakers have realised that there is a lot of demand from
punters for in-play betting these days and the number of in-play matches has soared in recent
years. However, the main reason that bookmakers are so keen to expand this service is that they
make a lot of money from it. Most in-play punters tend to be of the "mug" variety and they tend
to lose their money by acting compulsively on the spur of the moment. Ideally you want to take
time to consider each bet you place and you can’t really do this when betting in-play. If you
have a view on something pre-match and want to see how the match starts off then fair enough,
but if you just decide to have a bet spur of the moment in-running, then you need to stop and
ask yourself "is this really value"? A lot of punters wont really know what the right price is 30
mins into a game and I think you need to be quite good mathematically to do well.
The vast majority of firms have computer models that churn out their prices and these aren’t
usually too far wrong. However, in markets where there isn’t too much liquidity, on a more
obscure game most likely, there can be some fair prices available in-running. With so many live
games these days you can often benefit from traders not being able to give their full attention to
one specific game. I've heard of firms betting on games they don’t even have pictures for, just
copying Betfair basically, and other firms will have traders covering more than one game at the
same time. In general though, I don’t think in-play betting is the best way to make a profit for the
majority of punters.
5. One of the commonest gripes from SBC subscribers relates to account restrictions and
closures. How can you keep your activities under the radar to protect your accounts and what
sort of checks do the bookies make on winning accounts?
There are a number of things you can do to prolong the life of your betting accounts. Firstly, if a
bookie has made a rick on a market and maybe stuck up the wrong price, just leave it. Nine times
out of ten the bet will just get voided and your account restricted or closed. I'd also say the same
about following gambles on the lesser foreign leagues, bookies don’t like these bets and are
much more likely to pay special attention to your account if you bet any significant amount.
Try and spread your stakes between a couple of bookmakers if you can, the larger the amounts
you are betting, the greater the chances of a bookie taking a closer look at your account. Always
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go with telephone accounts over internet accounts where possible. The limits are often greater
on the phone and they can’t check your IP address if you are on your second or third account
with a bookie. You can also benefit from human error, for example, if you place a bet on the
internet then there will be a set limit you can get on and this should technically be the same on
the phone. However, telephone operators for bookmakers are generally poorly paid and, shall
we say, struggle for motivation at times. I've got much more on than I should have countless
times, sometimes they won’t even check if your account is flagged up.
Some bookmakers are starting to wise up to this and there are a few that now won’t let you bet
on the phone if you have a restricted internet account. If the account is a telephone one from the
start then you stand a better chance. Oh, and if you do get restricted on the phone, don't waste
your time arguing with the operator, it has nothing to do with them, just take what they will give
you and get the rest on elsewhere, and no, they are not going to let you speak to a trader, EVER!
At the end of the day, doing all of the above will increase the chances of your accounts lasting a
little bit longer. However, in my experience luck plays a large part too. Some accounts get closed
down after just a couple of bets and you might not even be winning with that bookie, others can
last years even though you are taking them to the cleaners. It just depends on which trader is
monitoring the bets at any given time. Some are a lot more laid back than others whilst some will
restrict an account without hesitation. Your best hope is to not give them an excuse to take a
closer look at your account.
6. You have obviously worked in a number of companies. Is there a common personality type
amongst the traders and compilers you have come across? Are they as a rule rash or cautious,
do they generally follow particular thought processes for example? We are looking for a chink
in the armour.....
Generally speaking, traders are male (I have never come across a female trader for any sport,
there was a rumour of a female F1 trader who worked for Coral once but it could just be a myth)
ninety odd percent have a university education, they are aged between 20-40 (by mid to late
thirties they have usually gone into a management position involving a lot less compiling and a
lot more meetings, admin etc, have left the industry, have been poached by a professional
syndicate, which is happening more and more lately, or are punting professionally themselves).
The majority also like to punt on the horses and are keen poker players. They are mostly more
cautious than rash. A chink in the armour? It's hard to say, possibly that they generally tend to be
a bit too stretched. Most football compilers will have several leagues to keep on top of (I've
known some to be responsible for ten or more although it's usually a couple of major leagues
and a couple of minor leagues), along with their own personal interest in
horses/golf/tennis/cricket/poker etc If you specialise in just a small area and put the time in,
then there's a good chance you'll acquire greater knowledge than the compilers and increase
your chances of beating them.
7. What has been the impact for the UK Firms of the exchanges, the Asian invasion of firms like
SBO and new types of bets like Asian Handicaps and generally increased competition? My
impression is that your colleagues are overworked, under-resourced and generally underappreciated by your bosses would that be right? Also, is there an angle for us to exploit as
punters where you guys habitually cut corners or are a bit in the dark?
Well Betfair changed everything and definitely for the better. They forced bookmakers to
become competitive and were a shot in the arm for the whole industry really. Bookmakers hated
them initially for stealing a lot of their business but in the long run I think the bookies have
gained a lot from Betfair. They enticed a new generation of punters into the industry and raised
and improved the profile at the same time. Betfair made gambling seem cool and above board
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whereas for years it was considered very anti social. Only a certain type of person would venture
into the dark smoky underworld of betting shops in the years gone by. They also help
bookmakers set their prices and many firms today have deals with Betfair to provide them with
in-running feeds.
The emergence of Asian firms is a very different situation, they aren't really competing with the
traditional British bookmakers as most punters still view them with suspicion and don’t
understand Asian handicap betting. The Asian firms are really catering for the very small band of
winning punters that the British bookies have severely restricted or banned all together. They are
quite happy to lay a bet then move their prices and get rid of liabilities they don’t want with
other Asian firms. It's these firms that the professional gambling syndicates use to place very
large bets and they often move the price across the whole industry. British bookmakers keep a
close eye on the Asian lines and give a lot of respect to any moves starting in Asia. In fact, I've
seen data that suggests that if you followed every Asian move you would make a healthy profit
overall.
8. When you are pricing your own markets where do you get your research materials? Are
there any good sites, publications, stats sources that you always rely on?
It differs from league to league, some are easier to research than others. I have specific sites for
each league and then general sites such as Newsnow to keep me up to date with any breaking
news. Local newspapers can prove quite useful so I keep an eye on these for their specific clubs.
There are lots of different stats sites out there and generally they tend to cover the same sort of
stuff. Twitter is another tool I would recommend using as there is a lot of interesting info you can
pick up. Mick McCarthy recently banned the Wolves players from using it after a player tweeted
that Steven Sidwell was in the stands watching one of their games ahead of a proposed move.
People picked up on it and Wolves ended up losing the player. If you follow players you do have
to sift through a lot of irrelevant rubbish but you occasionally pick up the odd gem of
information.
9. How do you evaluate the prices of other firms' compilers? Are there particular firms you
respect and do they tend to do especially well in particular areas?
This is another one that differs from league to league as each firm will have different compilers
covering different leagues. So Ladbrokes might have a very shrewd German compiler but their
French compiler could be useless. Generally speaking I probably pay Ladbrokes a bit more
respect than most firms as I know they generally have quite experienced compilers. Someone
like Skybet on the other hand, I'd give very little respect to as they are always slow to react to
moves and seem to get quite a lot wrong. Some of the newer foreign firms don’t seem too clever
either.
10. Looking ahead, what do you think is coming next in your industry and how should punters
prepare themselves for the ongoing battle with the bookies?
I'd expect more and more in-play games as firms realise how profitable they can be. I'm also
hopeful that more bookies might further reduce margins in an attempt to scrap for business. I've
noticed some really good offers on other sporting events over the summer and am wondering if
this will carry over to the start of the football season. Joe Public generally has only one account
so the bookies are all fighting over who gets his business but the shrewder operators have
accounts with everyone, so can benefit from what is in affect a price war.
The best general advice I can give to punters is to specialise as much as possible and to gather as
much information as they can on their chosen area. Be patient and wait for the right time to
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strike, if that means only having one bet on a Saturday then so be it, you will gain in the long run.
Learn what you can from others and only bet what you can afford to lose.

THE BOOKMAKER ACCOUNTS YOU MUST HAVE THIS SEASON
WHERE TO GET THE BES T ODDS AND AVOID BOO KIE SCAMS

To truly make your football betting pay, you need to be able to get the best prices from a wide
selection of bookmakers. The use of a reliable bookmaker oddscomparison site such as
www.oddsportal.com is an absolute must for this.
However, like many price comparison websites, odds comparison sites can throw up enticing
quotes from firms you may never have heard of. Should you take the risk and take the juicy
price? Or play it safe and stick to the firms you know?
It’s a tricky dilemma which this article aims to help you resolve with tips on how to find the best
odds without risking your account balance.
This is a topic we have touched on in the past, but with new developments every year, it is worth
updating this inexhaustive subject for new and existing members.
Top bookie tips
Bookmakers can be divided into four major categories
1) Betting Exchanges (Betfair and Betdaq).
2) High liquidity Asian and offshore bookmakers (E.g. Pinnacle or SBObet)
3) Big name traditional bookmakers (Usually with a shop presence in the UK .e.g.
Ladbrokes)
4) 2nd tier online bookmakers (e.g. Expekt, Bet Chronicle etc)
Depending on your geographical location, you will need to open accounts with all these types of
bookmakers with the exception of the higher risk minor bookies.
No bookmaker is without some reports of complaints, but the better bookmakers resolve these
issues with reason and fairness.
Let’s take a look at each of these in turn.
1) Betting Exchanges:
Must have:



Betfair: www.betfair.com
Betdaq: www.betdaq.com

Betfair don’t have the same swagger that they used to have as a company, but an account with
them is still an absolute must. They certainly don’t always have the best odds as their marketing
implies though. Depending on your commission level, you can usually find better odds with a
bookmaker rather than the exchange and the liquidity on some markets is scant, especially on
Asian handicaps. Still, they are still a useful back up (or primary, depending on your commission)
route to the best odds.
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One innovation introduced recently is the ability to request odds on a team and for the request
to remain on even when the event goes in play. As many experts have hinted at in this edition,
you can often pick up better odds by waiting for the market to move in your favour as the game
takes place.
Betaq has always played second fiddle to Betfair due to its liquidity, but the Irish exchange has
seen a surge in interest since Betfair introduced its premium charge for large punters. Betdaq
does have some egg on its face following its enforced exit from Australia due to licensing issues,
but with a commission rate of just 2.5% and no premium charge in site, a Betdaq account has
now become an must have rather than just a backup.
2) Offshore & Asian Accounts: Big limits and winners welcome
Must have:



Pinnacle Sports: www.PinnacleSports.com **Top Bookie**
SBObet: www.sbobet.com **Top Bookie**

Recommended:




5Dimes: www.5dimes.com
12Bet: www.12bet.com
188bet: www.188bet.com/

With their lower cost base, Asian and offshore accounts offer some of the tightest odds you’ll
find on most football matches. While catering primarily for the huge Asian handicap market, the
likes of SBObet still regularly offer juicy odds on regular 1 X 2 bets. It’s a low margin, high volume
model that works very well.
These firms not only offer some of the bets odds, the also offer the best limits and are mostly
happy to cater for winning punters.
While not much of a household name in the UK, due to its Asian following, bet turnover at
SBObet is estimated to dwarf most domestic bookmakers. These are certainly not small fry
operators.
Pinnacle and SBO are the best bookmakers around currently. While we have never experienced
anything other than excellent service with 188 and 12bet, there are a few more grumblings
about them than Pinnacle and SBO. 5Dimes is an excellent bookmaker, regularly competing with
Pinnacle for the top odds. The only reason this bookmaker is not listed as a must have is because
it only deals in US dollars so deposits can be at the mercy of currency exchange rates.
Where’s the catch?
The potential problem is not of size, but of transparency.
None of these companies are listed on a stock market, while this is certainly not a pre-requisite,
the additional scrutiny faced by many European bookies is a comfort. While SBO and 188 have a
respectable Isle of Man betting licenses, Pinnacle are regulated by the government of Curacao –
the very definition of offshore.
So far there has been nothing to suggest that any of the bookmakers above have anything to
hide and any wagering problems reported by users has been relatively minor isolated incidents.
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All the same, we highly recommend you withdraw winnings regularly and do not leave a large
sum of money sitting in your account. Deposits are mostly instant so there is no real need to
leave the money sitting there.
There are one or two quirks to get used to with these bookmakers such as the requirement to
send photo ID. These points and more are covered in our Asian bookmaker guide which should
save you a future headache or two.
We consider these bookmakers to be essential for successful sports betting provided you are
always mindful of the potentially elevated risk.
3) Big Name Bookies
Must have:












Bet365: www.bet365.com/
Skybet: www.skybet.com
Totesport: www.totesport.com/
Victor Chandler: www.victorchandler.com/
Blue Square: www.Bluesq.com
Paddy Power: www.paddypower.com
Stan James: www.stanjames.com
William Hill: www.willhill.com/
Coral: www.coral.co.uk
Ladbrokes: www.ladbrokes.com
Sportingbet: www.sportingbet.com

Worth opening (Though not exactly fine examples of bookmaking)



Boyle Sports: http://www.boylesports.com
BetFred: www.betfred.com

These bookmakers will be familiar to most European readers, especially those in the UK and
Ireland. We shan’t dwell on this area too long as for the most part the bookmakers are
household names with their faults well discussed.
Due to their competitive odds, these bookmakers are a necessary evil. There are numerous other
benefits to the bookmakers listed above, primarily an increased security of funds and a number
of stock market listings. Following the Irish Banking crisis, Paddy Power was categorized as the
largest financial company Ireland!
None of the bookies can be described as being particularly punter friendly (especially BetFred
and Boylesports), but most offer multiple channels from which to bet through, often with varying
bet limit levels. For example, if Ladbrokes might offer you more over the phone if you are
restricted online.
For the UK shops you have the luxury of being able to take advantage of the printed coupon. If a
price is advertised in print, the bookie is obliged to offering it for a period in the shop even if the
price moves online. Read our guide to betting shop secrets here first though.
Tipster Tip: Use Betting Shops Whenever You Can
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Matt Love of Football Elite also advises that those of us resident in the UK should take advantage
of local betting shops as much as possible.
He says: “The shops are a hugely underrated weapon in the punters arsenal in my opinion. We
are very lucky in the UK to have these at our disposal and should take advantage of them.”
The benefits of using shops specifically are that you can spread your bets around remaining
largely undetected as long as stakes are sensible, or if necessary split across a number of shops.
In the long-term this can take real pressure of our valuable online and phone accounts.
We recommend you have a good read of our article on maintaining the lifespan of your
bookmaker accounts. In addition the excellent two part masterclass on mastering bookie
restrictions here and here.
One tip not mentioned in these articles is that if you are a serious football punter then consider
only using these fragile big name bookmaker accounts for sports only as racing is more likely to
lead to restrictions.
4) Specialist Online bookmakers
Must have:









Bet Chronicle: www.betchronicle.com **Top bookie**
Centrebet: www.centrebet.com
Canbet: www.Canbet.com
Bodog: www.bodog.eu
Expekt: www.expekt.com
Bet Internet: www.betinternet.com
Jet Bull: www.jetbull.com
888Sport: www.888.com

Use with caution:



Bwin/ Party Gaming: www.bwin.com
Unibet: www.unibet.com

We’ve covered a broad brush of bookmakers in this category. Generally these bookies are online
specialists limited betting channels available beyond this. These are all bookies we have accounts
with and while not always offering huge bets, do often offer competitive odds and are mostly
free from hidden nasty’s such as deposit/ withdrawal fees.
Be especially wary of playing these guys just for the bonus without being fully aware of the
wagering turnover requirements.
Bet Chronicle are a very useful bookmaker to have in your shot locker, with its prices seemingly
related to Betdaq. Bodog are one of the biggest gaming companies in the world and now they
have acquired an EU web domain, they have put some distance between themselves and
potential trouble with regards to the US anti online gaming laws.
Bwin/ Party gaming is a huge bookmaker, but we have to advise caution following bets not being
honoured on a Scottish football friendly match. We have never personally had problems with
Unibet and find the website very useful, but a contact of ours was a victim of hacking via the
Unibet casino with the bookmaker so far not honouring the losses.
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Conclusions
We cannot hope to cover every bookmaker out there. Some of the bookmakers missed off are no
doubt fine operators, but because we have not personally used them, we cannot speak from
personal experience. For more details on how to check out a bookmaker, read our bookmaker
safety test here.
We’ll round off this article with a listing of our golden rules for peace of mind betting.
1) Always double check your bet slip payout. Bookmaker mistakes happen. Often they are
genuine, but aren’t necessarily automatically corrected.
2) Be wary when taking standout prices on lower leagues and friendly matches. In leagues
where a team could literally be dragging players out of the pub to make up numbers,
bookmakers can be especially prone to find loopholes to void a bet. Spread your bets in
this case where possible.
3) Be vigilant if betting on non result outcomes such as bookings or offsides. Sometimes
even official tallies can vary so double check everything.
4) Finally – Never open an account with a minor bookmaker without doing research on the
wagering and withdrawal requirements first.

FOOTBALL EVENT BETTING: THE LONGBALL METHOD FOR BETTING PROFITS
PCB’S ANTEPOST BETTING GUIDE

BETTING ON EVENTS FOR BIGGER PROFITS.
Throughout the 2010/2011 resident SBC pro gambler PCB proofed his antepost (meaning bets
lasting a few days to a year) selections on the SBC forum and you can follow this thread here.
Notable highlights include tipping Carlisle to win the Johnstone’s paint trophy at 33/1. Overall a
grand profit of 46.84 points profit was made for an ROI of 47.55%. All these bets were sourced
using the Football Event Betting Strategy written by PCB in a previous edition of SBC. With the
new season just around the corner, we are highlighting this excellent strategy once again.
PCB now runs the SBC Premium service Football Antepost. Details can be found here.

FOOTBALL EVENT BETTING
Whilst my day to day betting and main source of income derives from horse racing, there are
other fields that further bolster my end of year accounts. Tournament outright Golf betting and
Reality Television both play a significant role, but its football event betting that is really top of
the pile.
By event betting, I mean season or tournament long antepost bets or special situation wagers.
These bets might be Inter Milan to win the Champions League for example, or a certain player to
make the world cup squad.
I have been betting this way for a number of years, and now rarely make individual match bets
other than to hedge my longer term positions. Allow me to explain why I made this shift some
years ago.
Upon some serious analysis of my results, I found that virtually all my football profit came from
ante post winning bets. In ninety minute match betting, too often one refereeing decision, one
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outstanding save or the thickness of a post can decide if a bet wins or not. There are simply too
many variables of which the punter has no control to really gain a significantly profitable edge.
The advantages of event betting

SO WHY FOOTBALL EVENT BETTING?
The main advantage of event betting is that you can create a portfolio of medium to long term
bets that can be managed/ trimmed as they progress.This might mean trading in and out of a
position, or hedging losses by betting on individual match bets.
The principle is the same as that employed by Betfair traders, except you have the time to fully
assess your options.
In horse racing, there are many punters now who make their profits betting in running. To
succeed in this field though you need the latest satellite link up and a fast finger.
When taking a long term view on a football event you can virtually manage your bet & portfolio
of bets “in running” with no rush to secure a price that will be available for nano seconds.
How to manage your bets.
Imagine you spot value in Everton to win the FA cup at 21.0 (20/1) when the fixture list is
announced. You watch them progress all the way to the quarter finals where they trade at 8.0
(7/1).
The current position looks like this:
Everton to win @ 21.00
Everton wins FA cup. £20
Everton loses FA cup. -£1.
However, the good run looks like it could come to an end as they draw Chelsea away. Rather
than berate the unlucky draw, now is your chance to evaluate your position.
In such an example I would look to win ten points with my original bet (1 pt to win 20 becomes 1
pt to win 10 and I would stake the same on Chelsea to win 10 points).
If Chelsea were 2.50 (6/4), I would back them for 6pts to win 9 points. I now have 7pts staked
with my original bet giving me a profit of 14 pts and I have Chelsea giving me a profit of 8pts
should they win and I also have one team guaranteed through to the semi finals.
The current position now looks like this:
Everton to win @ 21.00 for £1.00.
Chelsea to win the match @ 2.50 for £6.00.
Everton beat Chelsea & wins FA cup: £14 (£20 from Everton win. -£6 from Chelsea loss).
Chelsea beats Everton & wins FA cup. +£8 (£9 from Chelsea Victory minus £1 on Everton to win)
Everton beat Chelsea & doesn’t win FA cup: -£7 (£1 Everton bet & £6 Chelsea cover
Yes the risk is now 7 pts but I will show you over the course of my seasons betting several
examples of such situations, and on most occasions how this method proved a suitable profit
builder.

WHERE TO GET THE BEST INFORMATION
I use two main sources for my research, Sportinglife.com, which as a betting site rather than an
information site understands the price value concept, and the Racing Post.
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To access the betting analysis from Sportling Life, click on the Betting Zone link. They cover every
live match and every football day but it is the ante post information I pay attention too. Dave
Tindall and Chris Hammer are probably the best two analysts. For example, Chris Hammer
advised 2 pts EW on G Higuain to win the World Cup Golden Boot at 25/1. At the time of writing
he is currently joint top scorer.
The Racing Post publishes excellent supplements at the start of every major tournament and
included amongst this is a page dedicated to the views of bookmaker’s odds compilers.
Salaries and company profits are determined by their decisions, and here they are giving you
their opinion in black and white. Often these opinions are at odds with the general consensus.
For example, of the thirteen odds compilers listed in the recent World Cup Guide, eight of them
thought ‘France not to qualify’ was the best bet in Group A.
France were 3.5 (5/2) to go out in their group yet here 8 out of 13 professionals made it a 1.67
(4/6) shot!
Another golden angle brought by The Racing Post are the markets often published in the
conclusion on a back page article.
These markets are often used as publicity spinners and bookmakers like their prices to be printed
to show just how they’ve got their finger on the pulse. However, it’s here that bookmakers are
likely to make errors, as these markets are based on opinion rather than gilt edged form or past
history.
My biggest individual bet this season was for J Milner to make the England squad. Three firms
quoted prices with Milner at 1.28 (2/7), 1.25 (1/4) and a standout 1.62 (8/13) with Paddy Power.
Although I could not get all of what I wanted on, Paddy Power know adverse publicity will follow
should they not lay the price for some amount once it was published in black and white in the
paper. They will also have known this was a mistake once they saw other bookies quotes, yet
they were still obliged to honour some money on the bet at those odds.
It’s possible that Irish bookies were not as well versed on how highly Mr Capello rated J Milner.
The bet went on to win but not before a scare when Milner was clattered in the FA Cup semi final
and for a minute I thought he had a broken leg. Just a warning when betting on any player!
Where to look for profits in July & August.

MY BETS AND HOW I FOUND THEM
To demonstrate where opportunities lie, I will take you through some of my bets from last
season, which will hopefully give you are good steer on where to look for the coming football
season.
In a couple of weeks time The Racing Post will issue a supplement looking at all the leagues in
England and Scotland. A bulk of my seasonal football betting will be placed pre season with the
bets managed as the season progresses.
The first bet I had last season was Notts County at 14/1 to win Division Two. There was no skill
here, I just read that investment from millionaires was coming, and if you have money in the
lower leagues it puts you on a different level.
By the time the Racing Post supplement was issued Notts County were around 4/1 and with the
help of the pre season guide, I backed two other teams as insurance. In December when Notts
County seemed to have lost the plot, I also added high flying Rochdale to my portfolio.
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After a change of manager, Notts County went on to land the title and I gained around ten points
on the market. The profit though here is not important. By reading up and watching the division,
by January I was fairly certain some profits would come my way at the end of the season.
Coming back to the supplement, don’t get sucked into trying to pick the four English league
winners in a life changing yankee. The bookies will welcome you with open arms.

HEAD TO HEAD BETTING
The best angle to seek profits is in the team season match betting.
First make notes of teams who are given positive mentions, key new signings or injuries which
cost teams last year. Make similar notes of teams who over achieved last year or are in financial
trouble.
Now look for bookies who have head to head match ups where you have positives on one team
and negatives on another. One of my biggest bets last pre season was on Stoke who were widely
written up as a potential mid table side who were tough to beat at home, versus Portsmouth
who were in financial dire straights.
I backed Portsmouth at 5.0 (4/1) to be relegated but had a much bigger stake on Stoke at 2.2
(6/5) to finish above Portsmouth. Though these match bets are not as sexy prices, you really can
find an edge.
Another way in finding these value head to head bets is to first look at the team’s prices to win
their league.
The idea is to use the bookmaker’s outright prices to spot any errors in individual head to head
match up prices.
Last season Rochdale were around 36.0 (35/1) to be champions of the English League One, whilst
a near broke Cheltenham were 91.0 (90/1). This indicated that most bookmakers expected
Rochdale to have a better season than Cheltenham.
Corals priced up a Rochdale vs Cheltenham season head to head bet, but gave both teams odds
of 1.83 (5/6) – Basically a coin flip plus the bookie’s overround. This was a clear mistake when
you consider that other bookies had priced up Cheltenham at 90/1 to win the league with
Rochdale generally around 35/1. Add in Cheltenham’s financial problems and you get a situation
where you’re heavily weighting the odds in your favour on the coin flip even with the overround.
Champions league & the FA cup.
After the pre season bets are placed, the next opportunity to add to your portfolio is with other
tournaments such as the Champions League.
When The Racing Post’s Champions League supplement was issued, the biggest bet I had was on
a Corals special of 8/11 all English clubs qualify.
This looked like money in the bank but it was soon clear that Liverpool were a problem. This is
where managing your betting portfolio becomes paramount. In two latter group games I backed
Lyon +1 vs Liverpool and Fiorentina on the Asian handicap vs Liverpool and by calling both games
correctly I managed to break about even on the bet. It was a worthwhile exercise to note a
potential big loss and take corrective action.
In the FA and League cup competitions last season I backed Man City Each Way at decent prices. I
figured with their new cashflow, winning a trophy would be a target. Although both of these bets
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would eventually fail, I managed to gain a profit on both tournaments because I had Man City at
value prices.
To hedge my position, I backed Man Utd to qualify for the final when facing Man City in the semis
of the League Cup and I backed Chelsea outright in the last sixteen after a potential clash with
Man City looked probable. Again further examples of accepting situations and securing profits
rather than just looking for big price winners.
Beyond the top divisions

FAN POWER = BIG PROFITS
One of my favourite competitions is the Johnstone’s Paint trophy, which is open only to sides in
the bottom two UK divisions (league one and league two).
Sides now must include a certain number of first team players, and when looking for the winner
there is one criteria which has yielded great profits.
Look for teams with large fan bases where a day trip to Wembley will be appreciated or big clubs
with a point to make. Last season I backed Mk Dons (still proving their new identity and past
winners) and Southampton( a big club but pts deduction made promotion out of reach) at 11 and
12/1 respectively. The two sides met in the semi’s with Southampton eventually going on to win
the trophy. I did hedge 4 pts on Leeds in the other semi final (another big club with a point to
make to their fans) and was shocked when Carlisle put them out. Still at the end of the
tournament it was another profitable competition.
My world cup bets
So how’s my World Cup?
It’s good at present, with the potential to be excellent or fall flat.
In making my group stage bets, in my pre tournament reading, nowhere was any alternative
given to Holland and Brazil winning their group. The double paid around 2.50 (6/4).
The Racing Post’s international columnists (another valuable tool when dealing with overseas
sides) had hinted at Spanish fitness problems and I duly left them out of what would have been a
treble. Spain did also win their group but were big odds on and it would have been a stressful
journey to share.
So one big winning bet has paid for the rest of my World Cup portfolio.
In looking for an outright winner I could not come down solidly on one candidate so I reduced
stakes and went at it another way. I saw Brazil, Argentina, Spain and to a lesser extent Holland as
the most likely winners.
Looking at the numbers, normally anything over 3 goals gets you in the each way money as
tournament leading scorer, so you can see where I am going here.
Brazil were 9/2 but Fabiano was 12/1
Spain were 5/1 but D Villa was 8/1
Hollands was 11/1 but R Van Persie was 14/1
Argentina was 9/1 but G Higuan was 25/1
By backing each sides top striker I figured that any of the fancied sides to make a run at winning
the thing would need goals from their main striker. It is also a bet that can be managed as the
tournament develops. Should any unknown African be leading come the final and I may have one
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or two players in potential winning positions I may look to back the African as insurance to the
original bet. Just another example of football bet management.
Now let’s hope this bet wins and rounds off my 2009-2010 football year, and soon it’s time to
start reading and looking for opportunities …the new season is just around the corner!
PCB now runs the SBC Premium service Football Antepost. Details can be found here.

THE BEST RESOUCES FOR YOUR FOOTBALL BETTING
SBC’S FOOTBALL BETTING DIRECTORY.

We’ve long wanted access to a betting resources directory with links to the best free resources,
stats, essential reading and academic research we could apply to betting on football. It didn’t
exist so we’ve created it for ourselves, updating the list of our own archive with our essential
websites, books, tools, academic research and magazines that will keep you ahead of the
bookies.
You can find this information and more via the SBC Betting & Strategy Guide page.

FREE RESOURCES
Football Data: http://www.football-data.co.uk/data.php
Provides an impressive amount of the raw betting data you could need, with results from major
leagues along with the bookmaker odds at the time. Featurning downloadable stats for excel it is
very useful if you want to create your own stats models.
Simple Soccer Stats: http://www.simplesoccerstats.com/
This elegantly designed football statistics website provides most of the statistics you can get with
Football Betting Data, incredibly for free! Well worth a visit.
Soccer Stats: http://soccerstats.com/
Provides overall league statistics such as home/ draw/ away wins.
League Day: http://www.leagueday.com/
Similar to Soccer Stats. Plus over/ under 2.5 goals statistics.
Matchodds: http://www.matchodds.org
This excellent free website uses its own proprietary algorithm to calculate the value odds for
English Premiership and Scottish SPL games. The historical trends data is also very useful and all
of this is provided free. The prediction model showed a profit in 2010/11 well worth a look.
Finktank: http://www.dectech.org/football_sites/football_dectech/help_info.php
This football prediction model is based on academic research into football matches and is the
engine for the Times newspaper’s ‘Fink tank’. It provides predictions for a variety of outcomes
from home/ draw/ away to Asian Handicap bets. All free. Fink Tank's formula isrevealed here.
Castrol Ratings: http://www.castrolfootball.com/
Provides ratings of individual players also allowing you to match up teams. You can read our blog
posts tracking the ratings during the world cup here.
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Futbol24: http://www.futbol24.com
Excellent free stats site, especially the tool that allows you to compare teams head to head.
365Stats: http://www.365stats.com
Head to head stats, referee stats, team stats.
Fantasy Football Scout: http://www.fantasyfootballscout.co.uk
Useful stats, especially for fantasy football. Lists things like team news, injuries, set piece takers
etc.
Racing Post's Soccer Base. http://www.soccerbase.com
Excellent stats database including team stats, player stats, referee stats going back through the
season.
SkySports stats via Opta: http://www.skysports.com/story/0,19528,11096_2705370,00.html
Who's the league's leading passer? Who's had the most shots on target? Which team has the
best shot accuracy? Sky Sports has the answers to all these questions and more.
Form Labs: http://www.footballformlabs.com/
Top class stats based engine for football betting.
ELO Ratings: http://www.eloratings.net/ Derived from the method of evaluating chess
grandmasters, Dr Elo’s stats have found a natural application for international football. “In 1997
Bob Runyan adapted the Elo rating system to international football and posted the results on the
Internet. He was also the first maintainer of the World Football Elo Ratings web site. The system
was adapted to football by adding a weighting for the kind of match, an adjustment for the home
team advantage, and an adjustment for goal difference in the match result.” It is a very good tool
for utilising in conjunction with Asian Handicaps on international football, in particular. We
dream of the day when someone decides to give The Champions League an Elo stats makeover.
Football squads: http://www.footballsquads.co.uk/squads.htm An easy to use collection of
team’s squads for the coming season.
SBC Archive Football Betting Guides











Offshore & Asian bookmaker guide.
Asian Handicap & Cover Draw Betting in Football.
The SBC Cover Draw Calculator.
Double Chance & Lay Betting In Football.
Football Doubles & Multiples Part 1: How they can increase profits... and losses.
Football Doubles & Multiples Part 2: Where to get the best odds.
The Value Bettors Guide to Football Antepost Betting.
The Best Football Stats & Prediction Sites
Key Soccer Stats: Europe's Elite Home Teams
Football Betting Trends: Home Under Dogs

SBC Archive Trading Guides:
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The Beginning: Getting started with sports trading.
Trading on Football: John Tuohy's guide to trading on football.

Bookmakers & Betting Exchanges:
This section of articles includes in-depth advice on your options should a bookmaker restrict or
close your accounts for winning too much. Includes advice on how bookies work to track you, the
safe way to open new accounts and how to stay under their radar.








How to protect your bookmaker accounts.
Offshore & Asian bookmaker guide.
Bookmaker Restrictions: Be A Smart Cookie
Know Your Enemy: Betting Shop Secrets
Know Your Enemy: Bookie Restriction Master Class Part 1
Know Your Enemy: Bookie Restriction Master Class Part 2
Bookmaker Review: Be Careful Who You Bet With

FOOTBALL WEBSITES AND BLOGS:
http://www.zonalmarking.net/ The doyen of football tactics sites with scouting reports and
features on all the key club and international sides.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/profile/raphaelhonigstein An excellent weekly German Football blog
by The Guardian’s Raphael Honigstein.
http://www.bundesligatalk.com/ Bundesliga news and features in English.
http://www.soccerway.com/ The ultimate site for line-ups, results, tables, stats and head-tohead form across all the major world leagues and many others besides.
http://www.soccerpunter.com/soccer-statistics Excellent customisable soccer stats site.
http://footballblogdirectory-categories.blogspot.com/p/alphabetical-listings.html Exactly as it
suggests, a very useful directory of football blogs.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sports_betting Don’t forget Wikipedia, especially for its easy on the
summary for most clubs and comprehensive squad lists. Actually puts many club websites to
shame.
http://www.stats.org.uk/football-betting/ Academic archive of pretty weighty football betting
research.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/football/football-tactics Tactics blog from the peerless Jonathan
Wilson

ODDS COMPARISON SITES
http://www.oddsportal.com/ SBC’s favourite odds comparison site.
http://www.asianhandicapodds.com/ An excellent odds comparison resource with a
specialisation in Asian bookmakers and prices.
http://www.oddschecker.com/football The best known odds comparison site. Flexible, familiar
and useable.
http://odds.bestbetting.com/football/ Good, comprehensive odds comparison.

BOOKS
Inverting The Pyramid A History of Football Tactics Jonathan Wilson’s exhaustive study of football
tactics. Essential reading.
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Match Analysis And Game Preparation This is a Dutch-authored scouting coaching manual.
Interesting in itself but its endless real football examples taken from the experience of key
players on the Dutch scene should give you a whole new appreciation of what you are watching
as a fan and punter. This book is also a great, albeit inadvertent, starting point for anyone looking
to create their own database on teams and players for betting purposes.
Teambuilding - The Road To Success This fascinating book, condenses the occasional with and
endless wisdom of Rinus Michels the father of Total Football. Another book packed with pithy
insights that will enhance your appreciation of what you are watching. If you ever wanted to
know why some teams work while others flounder then this book will have the answers
somewhere.
Flat Back Four: Tactics For Football Before his recorded sexist comments (and a lawsuit taken
against News International) led to his downfall at Sky, back in the mists of time, Andy Gray was
once a decent football analyst. Yes, I know, it’s hard to believe...This book is a timely reminder of
why the one-time £1m striker was once so highly regarded. An oldie, but a goodie, it dates from
1988, it is out of print but you can pick it up for pennies on Amazon from time to time. Accessible
and engagingly written it’s a quick and informative trawl through some great teams and the
tactics that made them so successful.

MAGAZINES
World Soccer The essential football magazine resplendent under the strapline Global Football
Intelligence. It is all these things personified. Great columnists, exhaustive features and results.
The website is good too (see link).
Champions As the official magazine of The Champions League, you’d probably assume
Champions to be just another piece of corporate soft soap, packed with puff pieces and tenuous
lists. What you get instead is the one magazine to rival and perhaps even better World Soccer.
Brilliantly written and always thought provoking, Champions exists right at the cutting edge of
the European game with tactical analysis informed by the latest UEFA stats, incisive interviews
and features on the latest innovations at football’s top table. This is truly a benchmark
publication, at the top of its game for a number of years.

FOOTBALL HIGHLIGHTS AND STREAMS
Footytube An excellent source of video footage and highlights packages culled from all the major
leagues.
Fromsportcom Looking for an obscure stream for that vital Europa League tie you’ve bet on? This
is the place to find good quality live picture and commentary feeds of games from all over the
globe. Good quality, clear streams with very rare buffering. With pictures around 3 seconds
behind the exchanges it is still very tenable to use these pictures to bet in play.
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DISCLAIMER & COPYRIGHT NOTICE
The views expressed within this article are based on the authors experience alone. Any money
used within the services mentioned is done so at the risk of the individual. If you are affiliated
with any of the services mentioned and have any questions regarding the points we raise we
welcome your correspondence.
Secret Betting Club is for information & education purposes only and does not represent financial
advice. There is a risk of loss in betting. Past performance is not indicative of future results. It is
our intention to be as accurate in fact, detail and comment as possible. However, we cannot be
held responsible for any error in detail, accuracy or judgment whatsoever.
Literary copyright for this document and all the articles herein are held by Minerva Publishing
Limited. Members are free to print this document for their own use, but may not share its
content with others without our express permission.
Any person found to have made the contents of this publication or the entire publication itself
available to other people in person or via the internet without express permission may be subject
to legal action.
Any member found to have breached these terms of membership will have their subscription
terminated with immediate effect and access removed from all Secret Betting Club services.
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